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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Here are the facts: 

 

• You are a spark of divine consciousness in human form. Your life is blessed, and 

full of purpose and potential. 

• Your time is running out. You will die – and possibly sooner than you imagine. 

When death comes, everything you cling to and think of as important and 

meaningful will be stripped away. 

• You are – and probably to a larger extent than you realize – the architect of your 

reality. Your actions, words and thoughts have consequences, shaping the lives 

and experiences of other people as well as your own. Everything you do matters.  

• You have, within yourself, the will and the capacity to live a deeply meaningful, 

awakened life. But you won’t find it in the familiar comforts of external things 

and experiences. Going in circles and chasing fulfillment on the outside is 

pointless. The fulfillment you seek can only come from within. 

 

 Somewhere along the way, blinded by the whirlwind of daily life with its endless 

distractions and mirages, you have lost sight of these basic facts about yourself. The Four 

Reminders are a map to rediscovering these truths, an ancient guide to spiritual 

awakening that has been passed down in both oral and written form in the Tibetan 

Buddhist tradition for hundreds of years. Contemplating the Four Reminders is meant to 

help you remember these elemental truths and apply them to your own life. If you let 

them sink deep into your being, the Four Reminders will steer your life towards what is 

truly meaningful and carry you along the path to awakening. Think of the Four 

Reminders as jumper cables attached to a very ancient, very powerful battery, which will 

help you jump start the engine of awakening in your own life. 
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 If your life is already in perfect alignment with these four simple truths, then you 

probably don’t need this book. You know how incredibly fortunate you are and take 

nothing for granted; you are using your life in the most effective and beneficial ways 

possible. Keenly aware of your own mortality, you know that the time and manner of 

your death are unpredictable and may come at any moment, so you don’t waste time on 

trivial pursuits. Understanding that your actions, speech and thoughts shape your 

experience of the world and affect everyone else in your vicinity, you act and speak only 

in ways that will bring benefit and happiness and reduce suffering; therefore your 

conscience is unblemished. And since you know for sure that no lasting or reliable 

security can be found in the glittering seductions of wealth, fame, power, possessions, 

relationships and other external things, you relate to these apparitions with equanimity 

and non-attachment. Instead of clinging and grasping at worldly comforts, you focus your 

energy on the treasure that lies within. You are living, day by day, ever more deeply as 

the expression and embodiment of the awakened wisdom and compassion that are the 

very core of your being, and you are bringing that wisdom and compassion to benefit a 

world that so desperately needs it. 

 If that describes you, then you may already be enlightened, or at least well on 

your way. You could stop here, if you like. This book is for the rest of us, who could use 

a little help pointing our lives in the general direction of awakening. 

 

 

The Red Pill 

Most of us spend our lives in a trance. We dream away our nights and sleepwalk through 

our days. We live ensnared in a vast web of distractions, obligations, and pinging devices 

that pull our attention constantly outward, all set against a backdrop of internal noise and 

mental chatter that we can never seem to quiet. Our minds and nervous systems are 

jammed with this noise and signal chaos, leaving us feeling confused and disconnected 

from ourselves. Once in a while, a pleasant or unpleasant shock startles us out of the 

trance, if only for a short time. We fall head over heels in love with someone, and life 

suddenly looks brilliant, sparkling, charged with positive energy that shakes us awake. 

“Wow!” we think, “I’ve never felt this alive before!” Or the rug gets pulled out from 
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under our feet in a less happy way: someone close to us dies, our marriage falls apart, or 

the doctor gives us a dreaded diagnosis, and life suddenly looks gloomy, menacing, 

charged with negative energy. Rattled by the turn of events, we pick ourselves up from 

the floor and look around, acutely aware of our own fragility as if learning about it for the 

first time. “Oh my God!” we say, “what am I doing with my life?” Forced to pause and 

take stock of all the shiny toys and peak experiences we’ve collected around us, we re-

evaluate the sense of meaning we attributed to these things and find ourselves coming up 

short. Like the old Peggy Lee song, we ask: “Is that all there is?”  

 We all ask ourselves Peggy Lee’s question at one time or another. But for the 

most part, we don’t dwell on it for very long, because we soon fall asleep again. It’s so 

easy to slip back into the comforting trance of distractions and illusions because it is so 

familiar and seductive, like a narcotic drug. We willingly lose ourselves again and again 

in the pursuit of ambition, material gain, validation, security, or mindless entertainment – 

and, in the process, abandoning the real treasure that dwells inside our own hearts and 

minds.  

 The Four Reminders will appeal to you if – and only if – you are tired of being 

asleep, if you want to wake up and live a more meaningful life. These four simple 

contemplations are meant to dispel the illusions that drugged you into this lifelong trance 

in the first place. To use a modern medical analogy, imagine that your brain has receptors 

for ignorance and self-deception, but it also has receptors for wisdom. Like high-grade 

pharmaceuticals, the Four Reminders will begin to block your brain’s receptors for 

ignorance, and open its receptors for wisdom and clarity.  

 If you’ve seen the movie The Matrix, you may recall the scene in which 

Morpheus offers Neo the choice between a red pill or a blue pill. The Four Reminders are 

like the red pill, which awakened Neo to the harsh reality that lay hidden behind the 

dysfunctional but somehow comforting illusions of the Matrix. You could take the blue 

pill, put away this book, and go back to your comfortable fantasy life, asleep and cozy 

inside a vast, sinister machine of materialism, greed, and aggression that is sucking away 

your life energy to fuel what philosopher Rob Brezsny called “the sour, puckered mass 

hallucination that is mistakenly referred to as ‘reality’.” But if you have the courage to 
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really seek out the truth, you will not take the blue pill; you will take the red pill and 

actually wake up.  

 It’s your decision – no one is going to force either choice on you. But, like Neo, if 

you do choose the red pill, then you are granting your consent to have certain illusions 

taken away from you. You should be sure you are ready for that, and committed to see 

the process through to completion.  

 In Tibetan Buddhism, the Four Reminders are also called the “Four Thoughts that 

Turn the Mind towards the Dharma.” Dharma is an ancient Sanskrit word with many 

meanings, but here it simply means truth: the truth of how things actually are – as 

opposed to how they appear within the collective hallucination of so-called reality. 

Contemplating these four thoughts turns the mind towards the spiritual path that leads us 

out of confusion and into wisdom, out of lies and into truth, out of sleep and into waking 

up.  

 By definition, a “reminder” brings your attention back to something you already 

know. These brief instructions are called “reminders” because they bring your mind back 

to four basic truths about your human existence that, deep down, you already know. Yet, 

somehow, you keep forgetting or denying them. Why? It’s not as if the Four Reminders 

point to some great mystery, something esoteric and hidden; quite the opposite, the truths 

they point to are rather simple and obvious. But we humans, in spite of our highly 

evolved intelligence (or maybe because of it), are very good at ignoring the obvious and 

forgetting simple truths. 

 

 

Denial Is Not a River in Egypt 

If you aren’t convinced yet, consider this: 

 

• Most of us are in denial about the preciousness of our human lives. We take life 

for granted and get lost in a maze of time-wasting distractions. We complain 

endlessly about what’s wrong with our lives and pine for things we don’t have. 

Never satisfied with what we have and where we are, we lean restlessly into the 

future, hoping for some magical resolution of our problems in some fantastical 
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moment that always seems to be just around the next corner. Sometimes, in 

extreme cases, this chronic sense of dissatisfaction even leads us down a path to 

self-destruction.  

• Most of us are in denial about the reality of death, until death actually happens to 

us or someone close to us. We go through life like we had all the time in the 

world, as if death were merely a theoretical possibility, something far off in the 

future that we don’t really need to think about right now. When death comes, 

which is often without warning and sooner than expected, we are taken by 

surprise, and full of regrets over all the things we have or have not done. 

• Most of us are in denial about the effects of our actions. Clouded by self-

centeredness and out of touch with our own moral compass, we prioritize our own 

comfort and happiness above that of others. We act in ways that are selfish, 

inconsiderate, or outright harmful. The consequences of our actions are carried 

outward, like a ripple effect, into the environment and into the future.  

• Most of us are in denial about how much of our own suffering is actually self-

created. We search misguidedly for meaning and security outside, in material 

things and in momentary experiences of pleasure that constantly slip through our 

fingers and leave us wanting more. We can spend our entire lives like this, going 

in pointless circles and chasing our own tails, until we collapse in despair or 

exhaustion.  

 

 Do you notice a pattern here? We are in denial of basic facts about our lives, and 

being in denial puts us at war with reality. The degree to which you conquer your own 

denial and make peace with reality is the degree to which you can wake up from the 

trance and become a happier, more effective human being. As long as you remain in 

denial, willfully ignorant of any aspect of reality, then you remain confused and asleep.  

 We create a lot of unnecessary suffering for ourselves this way. The Buddha 

taught that our suffering has a root cause, which is ignorance. Ignorance comes in two 

basic forms: passive and active. Passive ignorance is just not knowing about something, 

not being informed about it. This type of ignorance is simple to remedy through 

education and exposure to the facts. Once you know the facts, then you are no longer 
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ignorant. But the second type of ignorance, active ignorance, is more pernicious and 

difficult to counteract. Active ignorance comes into play when you slip into denial about 

something. You willfully turn a blind eye to it, forget about it, blot it out of awareness, 

and hide your head in the sand. In other words, you ignore it. Stuck in denial, you might 

be exposed to the truth again and again, but you won’t hear it or let it sink in because 

you’re determined not to. The truth could be right in front of your face, but you remain 

stuck in the fantasy world you’ve created for yourself.  

 This is why the Four Reminders are so helpful. It’s not that you don’t already 

know what they are telling you. If you scratch beneath the surface, you realize that you do 

know what they are telling you. In fact, what they are telling you is pretty obvious, once 

you look at it. It’s just that, caught up in the trance as you are, you would rather not think 

about this kind of stuff. That’s called denial, the active form of ignorance.  

 The Four Reminders are not spiritual comfort food; there is nothing terribly 

comforting about them, just as there was nothing terribly comforting about the reality to 

which Neo awakened after taking the red pill. If you’re looking for “Chicken Soup for the 

Soul,” you have picked up the wrong book. Instead, you could think of the Four 

Reminders as four compassionate slaps in the face; four irritating pinpricks to goad you 

into being more alert; four glasses of cold water lovingly thrown in your face while you 

sleep, to startle you awake. They are designed to snap you out of the fog of delusions 

you’ve been living in, so that you can begin to relate to your life and your world with 

greater clarity and purpose. The aim of the Four Reminders is nothing less than to help 

you discover what it is that you are here on earth to do, and then to summon the courage 

and determination to begin doing exactly that.  

 In the Gnostic Gospel of Thomas, one of the earliest scriptures of Christianity, 

Jesus said, “Seek and do not stop seeking until you find. When you find, you will be 

disturbed. After being disturbed, you will be astonished, and will rule over the All.” 

 If you’ve picked up this book, you’re already seeking, so now it’s a matter of not 

stopping. If you are ready to look within yourself and be a little bit disturbed, and then 

hopefully a little bit astonished, let’s continue. 
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 If that doesn’t sound like something you’re up for, then take the blue pill and go 

back to sleep. There are probably a dozen exciting, new “reality shows” on TV that 

you’re missing at this very moment. Sweet dreams. 

 

 

Think for Yourself 

 In a famous scripture, the Buddha said that we should not accept anything we are 

taught simply because it’s passed down to us through tradition, or because it was written 

in a holy book, or because it was spoken by an esteemed person or spiritual teacher. 

Instead, we should deeply question and analyze what we hear, and explore it in our own 

experience. If, after sufficient testing, we find that it seems fundamentally true and leads 

to benefit and happiness, then we should accept it as truth and try to live in accordance 

with it. But if we find that it does not, then we should reject it and move on. 

 Please take the same approach to this book. Don’t take anything written here at 

face value. Read it, absorb its message, reflect on it in your own time, and see if it stands 

up to the tests of reason and intuition. If something really doesn’t make sense, then don’t 

give it another thought. But if it strikes a chord in you and seems to express a meaningful 

truth, then take its message to heart and consider what living that truth might mean for 

you.  
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STOP SLEEPWALKING THROUGH YOUR LIFE 
 

 

About 2,600 years ago, in the region of the world that we now call India, something so 

extraordinary happened that it altered the course of history and gave birth to one of the 

world’s major religions, Buddhism. 

 For those in western countries, India has a reputation as an exotic and mystical 

place. It is, after all, the land that gave us men who play musical instruments to hypnotize 

cobras, and others who walk on hot coals and sleep on beds of nails. Even in today’s 

India, it is not all that uncommon for people to give up everything and devote their entire 

lives to a spiritual quest – a land where, at this moment, some 13 million holy men called 

saddhus cover their naked or almost-naked bodies in ash and sit in meditation, sometimes 

for years on end, eating almost nothing, pushing the flesh and the mind to the limits of 

human endurance in a relentless quest for spiritual awakening.  

 And that’s how it was nearly three thousand years ago, when our story takes 

place. Essentially what happened was this: a young prince from a well-placed, royal 

family, who had it all – youth, good looks, health, wealth, a beautiful wife, power, sex, 

romance, servants, and the promise of a future as king – willingly chose to give up his 

pampered life and set out as a beggar on a lonely and comfortless search for spiritual 

realization. Take a moment and let that sink in. He did whaaaat? 

 To put this in context, think of Hollywood’s biggest blockbuster movie star 

(whoever that happens to be at the moment). Now try to imagine the uproar that would 

ensue if he suddenly abandoned his career, left his wife, gave away all his money, houses 

and possessions, shaved his head and put on tattered clothes, and left Hollywood behind 

to seek spiritual awakening alone in a cabin in the Alaskan wilderness. That would be the 

modern-day equivalent of what this young prince in India did. 

 Now, that was a strange and radical thing to do, but that alone wouldn’t have 

altered world history. If that was all there was to this story, it wouldn’t have changed 

anything except the young prince’s life and the lives of his parents and his wife, all of 
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whom were shocked and upset by his unthinkable decision to walk away from the 

luxurious, comfortable life he had shared with them in the palace. 

 But what happened next changed everything. After years of arduous, single-

minded practice, the young man formerly known as a prince finally experienced the great 

spiritual awakening for which he had been searching: Enlightenment with a capital ‘E.’ 

It’s said that he attained freedom from suffering by completely and permanently 

awakening from all delusions and misunderstandings about the nature of reality, seeing 

everything with total clarity. 

 He became known as the Buddha, which means the Awakened One, and after his 

awakening he started attracting students and followers and teaching about the spiritual 

path. Historians say that he taught for about 45 years, giving his students everything from 

the most practical, concrete instructions on how to live a moral life and how to meditate, 

to the highest philosophical views on the nature of mind and existence. 

 Among the very highest of these philosophical views was what he called “Buddha 

Nature.” This teaching, which was the subject of my first book, You Are Buddha, says 

that awakened mind – brilliant and limitless and free – is actually your deepest nature. 

Like every other living creature, you already have it. You’ve never been without it; you 

could no more be without it than the sun could be without its light. Buddha Nature is not 

something you have to manufacture or create through spiritual practice, or be granted 

through the grace of some higher being. Your task on the spiritual path is to simply 

uncover this basic goodness, to reveal the radiant, awakened mind that is already there, 

waiting to be realized. Underneath all your confusion and neuroses, at your very core, 

Buddha – awakened mind and heart – is what you are. 

 

 

Breaking Bad 

This is a radically positive view of human nature, and if you are like most people, you 

may find it a bit hard to swallow. Why is that? Well, to start with, it clashes with one of 

the core beliefs of the Abrahamic religions that saturate our society: the doctrine of 

Original Sin. That doctrine says that human nature is primordially corrupt, fallen from 

grace – you are basically bad rather than basically good. From the moment of birth, you 
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are existentially and spiritually doomed, unless you seek out and receive the mercy of a 

deity who is regarded as being external to you. And this external deity is often depicted 

as petty, jealous, angry, capricious, punishing and vengeful. His mercy doesn’t seem very 

forthcoming, unless you play your cards right and do everything by the rules. You must 

always walk on spiritual eggshells, fearful of being judged and condemned for making 

one false step. This may not be everyone’s experience of the Abrahamic religions, but 

speaking for myself, that’s how it felt when I was indoctrinated, as a child, in the 

Southern Baptist church in Oklahoma. 

 If, like so many people, you are haunted by the doctrine of Original Sin, then the 

Buddha’s notion of basic goodness may feel rather alien. Instead of feeling like you 

embody the dignity and wisdom and compassion of a Buddha, you often feel poverty-

stricken, mired in low self-esteem, riddled with self-doubt, bogged down in depression, 

prone to panic attacks or fits of anger or self-pity, or mired in existential fears or neurotic 

worries about who you are and where you are going. Basic goodness is a nice-sounding 

theory – and you hope it’s true – but frankly you’re not sure if the theory holds water. 

Much of your everyday, lived experience seems to suggest otherwise. 

 Perhaps, when you hear about Buddha Nature or basic goodness, it clicks with 

something buried deep in your heart; you may feel some primal, intuitive inkling of its 

truth. But chances are, you identify much more readily and automatically with your 

neuroses and bad habits and confusion and discontentment – in short, with everything 

that is “wrong” with you and your life, and all the things that have ever gone wrong or 

could potentially go wrong. Basic goodness sounds appealing, in a warm and fuzzy way, 

but basic badness is much more familiar.  

 This ‘negativity bias’ is deeply embedded in our society; it is part of our zeitgeist. 

Even though it is all around us, we are often blind to its effects – much like a fish is blind 

to the water in which it swims. From a neurobiological point of view, it is even encoded 

in our genes. We evolved to pay more attention to threats and problems than to 

opportunities and positive feelings, and for good reason. The members of the species who 

were alert to threats and attuned to their fears tended to survive and reproduce, while 

those who spaced out or moved too slowly were eaten by predators. Over time, the 
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negativity bias became hardwired into our biology, a deeply ingrained pattern that’s 

difficult to resist. 

 

 

Stinking Thinking 

The negativity bias has even seeped into modern psychology, darkening the way we 

study and think about the mind. In the last hundred years, Western psychology has 

produced libraries of books that focus on pathology and disease and insanity and neurosis 

and all that could possibly go wrong with the human mind. Psychology has also tried, in 

various, noble ways, to develop cures for the problems it diagnoses, and it has made 

remarkable progress in the treatment of mental disorders, particularly from a neurological 

perspective. But, in those same hundred years, Western psychology has had precious 

little to say about what really constitutes a healthy, positive, fulfilled, and happy human 

mind. More recently, with the growth of ‘positive psychology,’ this has begun to change. 

Today researchers are working to define, quantify and increase human happiness. But in 

relative terms, there is a mountain of pathology and a molehill of positive psychology. 

Western psychology lags behind the Buddhist tradition in terms of articulating a vision of 

basic human goodness, which the Buddha taught nearly 2,600 years ago.  

 So the paradox we struggle with is that this radiant, awakened mind – which is 

said to be our most basic nature – doesn’t feel natural to us. Although Buddha Nature 

may be there, somewhere within us, it remains hidden, encrusted beneath layer upon 

layer of confusion, misunderstanding, negative conditioning and sleep. 

 “Sleep,” in this case, does not mean a mind that is unconscious and blank. On the 

contrary, it refers to a mind that is overactive, neurotic, hallucinating, caught in a trance, 

completely distracted by its own internal chatter and external entertainments, lured 

outside of itself by shiny objects in its environment, and lost in schemes to manipulate 

and acquire those objects to make itself happy. Sound familiar?  

 When people begin to meditate, they are often shocked to discover how easily 

their minds get swept away in this trance of distractions. Sitting down with the intention 

to be still and quiet, they are suddenly confronted with the noise and restlessness in their 

own minds, as if encountering themselves for the first time. They glimpse what Buddhists 
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call “monkey mind” – the untamed mind that jumps and screeches and refuses to be still. 

This experience can be so humbling and disorienting that people sometimes give up on 

meditation before they even have a chance to really get started.  

 The constant, channel-surfing blur of mental distraction and wildness is what 

keeps you out of touch with your basic goodness and out of sync with your own life, 

trapped in a confused state in which you misperceive reality. Acting out of that confused 

state, you try to secure happiness for yourself through all sorts of ill-conceived and 

misdirected efforts. You stumble through life trying to cobble together a security blanket 

of happiness from little patches of material pleasure and comfort; but the blanket is 

always fraying at the edges, and the patches seem to disintegrate before your eyes, even 

as you try desperately to fix them in place.  

 This is the real meaning of ‘sleep.’ The Tibetan teacher Chogyam Trungpa, who 

played a major role in bringing Tibetan Buddhism to the West, called this trance 

‘cocoon,’ an image that suggests a habitual way of wrapping yourself up in your own 

snug security blanket of illusions. Living in your cocoon, you are totally caught up in the 

struggle of mundane existence, focused on yourself and what you think will make you 

happy. As if in a daze, you spin on your hamster wheel and imagine, mistakenly, that 

you’re getting somewhere – unaware that there is a deeper dimension to life, something 

potentially more meaningful than fleeting moments of pleasure and material comforts.  

 

 

Asleep at the Wheel 

Meanwhile, your life goes on without you, hurtling down the road like a vehicle in which 

you have fallen asleep at the wheel. You keep waking up, looking around with alarm at 

the scenery flashing by – How did I get here? Where did the time go? – and then falling 

back asleep. To each side, you see other people, also asleep at the steering wheels of their 

own lives. To your left, someone veers off the road, crashes, and dies in a fireball without 

ever waking up. To your right, someone else quietly runs out of fuel and putters to a stop; 

quickly left behind, they are soon forgotten in the forward rush of life. And there are 

others, still, who zoom past you on the road, people who appear to know where they are 

going and what they are doing. Maybe they do. Maybe they don’t.  
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 If you are like most people, you have been asleep at the wheel of your life for as 

long as you can remember. Maybe you can recall a few bright moments, especially when 

you were young, of being awake at the wheel, and looking around with astonishment – 

but back then you weren’t fully in control. Your little toy car was still attached by tow-

ropes to your parents’ larger vehicles, and they your driving decisions for you. As you 

grew up, you bucked and struggled against your tow-ropes, and you swore that when you 

were finally old enough to drive your own car, you would make better driving decisions 

than your parents had made.  

 

 

Stopping the Freight Train 

Waking up from a long and habitual sleep is not necessarily pleasant or easy. It is 

irritating and humbling and scary to wake up at the wheel of your life and realize that you 

are hurtling forward in time with only a vague, intermittent, and dream-like idea of who 

you are and where you are going. To wake up from that sleep, you have to be willing to 

face some unpleasant facts: in the process, “you will be disturbed,” as Jesus said. It’s a lot 

less disturbing to just stay asleep. Sleep – the all-consuming blur of life’s distractions and 

illusions – is a familiar pattern, and there is a certain comfort in the familiar, 

dysfunctional though it may be. It is a lifelong habit with a lot of energy and momentum 

behind it, and that momentum is not easy to break.  

 Imagine a very long freight train with many cars stretching into the horizon. Each 

of those cars represents one whole year of your life. Breaking the momentum of such a 

long train and bringing it to a stop requires a tremendous amount of applied energy or 

friction. With a freight train’s huge mass and momentum, you don’t just suddenly bring it 

to a stop like you do with an automobile or a bicycle. You plan ahead and start applying 

the brakes early, a mile or two ahead of where you want to actually stop.  

 You apply the brakes by working with your mind and chipping away, bit by bit, at 

the momentum of your own confusion. Eventually, you will be able to stop the train and 

turn your mind completely back in the direction from which you came – towards the 

primordial wisdom of awakened mind that is, according to the Buddha, the heart of all 

beings and the origin of all things.  
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 The Four Reminders help you begin to put the brakes on your confusion and turn 

your mind back towards the source of your being, the truth of your inherent awakened 

potential. When manifesting that awakened potential becomes the number-one priority in 

your life, then the Four Reminders will have served their purpose: turning your mind 

away from sleep and towards awakening; away from attachment to mundane comforts 

and trivial pursuits and towards a life of meaning; away from self-deception and towards 

truth.  

 On the spiritual path, as in life, the results you get depend on your intentions and 

aspirations, and the effort you apply towards realizing them. With a clear and strong 

intention to wake up and to be of service in the world by helping others wake up, then 

even mundane activities like sweeping the floor or cleaning toilets can be a path to 

awakening. But with the wrong motivation, with a mind bogged down in ignorance and 

materialism and stuck in habitual patterns, then even the loftiest, most advanced spiritual 

practices are, to quote a not-so-delicate line from the esteemed 18th-century Tibetan yogi 

Patrul Rinpoche, “good-for-nothing goat shit.”* 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
* From Patrul Rinpoche’s verses on meditation and the spiritual path, Advice from Me to Myself. 
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